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Teacher’s Guide

audIence: educators and community leaders who connect with

• youth at risk of dropping out of school and/or becoming part of the gangs-and-guns culture;

• youth learning about choices and consequences;

• Individuals dealing with displacement, loss of community or relocation;

• youth dealing with identity issues.

relevant subJects: civics, social studies, history, english, urban studies, ethics, Politics, social

Justice, media arts, Gender studies

themes: choices, respect, high-risk activities, Gun violence, racism, consequences,

Identifying personal strengths, community, masculinity, Family

currIculum lInKs:

Grades 7 & 8

writing

oral and visual communication

Grades 9 – 12

course overall eXPectatIons

Family studies: Individual and

Family living (hIF10)

open, Grades 9 & 10

social challenges:

change

• compare individual and family lifestyles now and in the past,

considering the effects of social, cultural, economic, technological

and environmental changes;

• analyze the impact of a variety of changes on individuals and on

peer and family relationships and lifestyles (e.g., divorce and

child-custody  arrangements, new technologies).

diversity, Interdependence and Global connections: 

Family diversity

• define terms and describe diverse family forms and relationships

(e.g., nuclear, blended and single-parent families, foster care,

adoption, sibling relationships).
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media studies (e.g., analyzing media and how It works)

self and others (e.g., relationships, Personal and social responsibilities, communication and conflict

resolution, decision making and Problem solving, social challenges) 

Family studies: living and

working with children

(hPw3c)

children in society:

relationships

• explain the importance of an individual’s personal experience as 

a child (e.g., development of trust, expectations of having needs 

met, having strong role models) as an influence on his or her later

attitudes and behaviours towards children;

• demonstrate an understanding of how relationships between 

children and parents may change as both grow older (e.g., reversal

of dependency/nurturing roles).

canadian history and Politics

since 1945 (chh3e)

Grade 11, 

workplace Preparation 

• explain what a city is and how different types of criteria can be

used to define urban regions;

• describe how social, political, cultural, environmental and economic

factors, patterns and processes have influenced, and continue to

influence, the development of selected cities and urban environ-

ments;

• describe how cultural factors (e.g., place names, gender roles, 

resource use, food preferences, belief systems) affect the charac-

teristics of places;

• describe developments in the canadian consumer economy since

1945 (e.g., suburbanization, subsidized housing, targeting teenage

consumers since the 1950s, shopping malls, personal credit

cards, automated services, e-shopping) and their effects on

canadians’ lives.
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Synopsis

the FIlm
the title Invisible city is taken from ralph ellison’s novel Invisible man, in which he asks, “to whom can

I be responsible, and why should I be, when you refuse to see me?” this question is central to the film,

which follows the lives of two young men growing up in a public housing project that is being torn down

and rebuilt around them. their own struggles echo this rebuilding process, as the two continually try to

get on the right path and stay out of the trouble that can come so easily in their neighbourhood.

coming of age in this environment is confusing and dangerous — and can sometimes involve illegal 

activities. the stories of mikey and Kendell are accompanied by those of their mothers, who are both

single parents. also featured is their former teacher ainsworth morgan, who continues to act as a father

figure to the boys while reflecting on his own place in the community and changing jobs.

regent Park is canada’s largest housing project. the 70-acre community provides housing for 2,000

families. the regent Park revitalization will tear down the existing community over the next 15 years

and rebuild it as a mixed development. one of the issues regent Park residents are dealing with is the

loss of community that they will experience as their homes are knocked down and they are displaced.

the FIlmmaKer 
hubert davis is a canadian filmmaker who was nominated for an academy award for documentary

short subject and an emmy award for outstanding cultural and artistic Programming for his directorial

debut in hardwood, a short documentary exploring the impact his father’s decisions had on his life and

those of his extended family. davis was the first black canadian to be nominated for an oscar. his next

film, aruba, is a short drama reflecting the disconnection of urban poverty and race from the main-

stream. davis was awarded the don haig award for top emerging canadian director at the 2007 hot

docs canadian International documentary Festival. 
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Pre-Viewing Activity

Kwl format (what you Know, what you want to know, what you learned)

two ways to lead a Kwl:

a) students/participants fill out the first and second columns of the Kwl individually. they then

share their ideas during a class discussion, and the teacher records them on the master Kwl,

which will be posted throughout the project. then, throughout the project and/or at the end of

certain activities, the process is repeated for the last column (what you learned).

b) the teacher/facilitator leads class discussions to brainstorm ideas on filling in the K and w columns.

then, throughout the project and/or at the end of certain activities, the process is repeated for

the last column.

Pre- and Post-Discussion Ideas

race

•  what are the messages about race that are conveyed in the documentary?

•  how are these messages represented in the experiences of mikey and Kendell?

•  how do race, gender, age and class combine to influence the experiences of mikey and Kendell?

Identity

•  how are the identities of the participants in the documentary and community linked?

•  If asked, how do you think the various documentary participants (teacher, student, mother, etc.)

would describe who they are based on how they are presented in the film, and what does your

description tell us about each of them?

•  what role does identity play in establishing common bonds?

Gender

•  what role does gender play in the lives of the participants?

•  what influences Kendell and mikey’s relationships with their respective parents?

•  what impact do Kendell and mikey’s relationships with their fathers have on their understanding

of manhood?

Family

•  what are your impressions of the relationship between the young men and their mothers and fathers?

•  what are the issues/tensions faced by Kendell and mikey in relating to their parents, and how are

they interrelated?  

•  how is family represented in the documentary?
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community

•  what role does race play in the definition of community as represented in the documentary?

•  what impact has the revitalization Project had on the regent Park community?

•  what does each participant say about the meaningfulness of living in regent Park?

socio-economic class

•  what is the role of class in the documentary?

•  how does the economic situation of the people in the documentary affect some of their decisions? 

• what systems need to be put in place to encourage equal access for all residents in gentrified

communities?

schools

• schools play a role in the social-emotional development of their students. define that role 

and the impact it can have. how is this evident in the documentary?  

• should schools take into account the social identities and community experiences of the 

students when working with them? If so, how? If not, why not?

• due to the absence of a local high school in the regent Park community, Kendell and mikey travel

to other communities for their secondary education. Identify ways in which leaving your own

neighbourhood can be beneficial and/or detrimental.

mentorship

•  how would you define a mentor?

•  Identify the mentors in your life. how have they impacted your life?

•  describe the characteristics of an effective mentor-mentee relationship. 
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Post-Viewing Activities

discuss the following quotes in small groups:

1. “I didn’t want to keep on the wrong path … in a way it is hard to do. all of my friends, what are

they going to think of me? some of them might think I am soft.” mikey

what do you think mikey means by being “soft”?  what are the implications of this idea in terms of his

community and school life?

2. “when I was born, it was sworn that I was neva gonna be shit. had to make moves started selling

dime and nicks.” rap lyrics on Kendell’s wall

how do these lyrics reflect how Kendell feels about his life and place in the community?  use evidence

from the film as well as your own knowledge or experience to answer.

3. “I have to wake up every day and need to make sure I keep myself level-headed and not get

negative on myself. I had a lot of anger; not really mad at anybody, just mad at myself.” Kendell

one might say that Kendell is turning his anger inward — what are the implications of this? how do you

think this anger has affected his life and his relationships?

4. “most of my friends, we all said where we going to go, I’m going to do this, we’re never going to

sell drugs. now half of them can’t say that.” Kendell in Grade 10

what conditions would make it possible for mikey and Kendell to live up to this commitment? 

5. “Jermaine was a student here and was shot seven times the other day … when you are a 

product of the projects, you’ve been to more funerals than weddings… I see how the cycle con-

tinues; his daughter was born a couple of days after he was shot. she will never know him.”

ainsworth morgan, teacher in regent Park

what is the cycle morgan is referring to? what accounts for this cycle, and what effects might it have on

young people in this community? 
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Extensions

Following a screening and discussion of the film, and the completion of the Kwl, try one of the following

activities with your students:

1. write a film review of Invisible city for publication in a local newspaper. to start, ask students to

look at the film section of various publications and to discuss the diverse styles and approaches

to reviewing films. then, identify the publication and the audience your students would like to

write the review for. For example, is your audience a young, hip crowd or business people? with

the audience in mind, ask students to brainstorm, develop and write a one-page film review.

share your reviews in class, in a student newspaper or class blog.

2. reflect on how to promote Invisible city to others. First, ask students to identify who they think

should see the film. Policy-makers? Parents? teachers? city councillors? then ask them to identify

their key message and what media they will use to get the attention of their audience. would it be

through posters? billboards? a web site? a television commercial? then invite students to plan

their promotional piece and, if possible, create it.

3. In Invisible city, we are introduced to a variety of programs that are designed tosupport community

members, such as Pathways to education. In small groups, ask students to identify some of the

key issues in their own community (school community or larger community) and the various 

resources that are available to them as students and as citizens. are there gaps in the programs

that are available? what ideas do they have to improve conditions in their own community?

what type of program is really needed? who do they feel should be responsible for managing

these programs? Present their ideas to a local politician or councillor.

4. mentorship is a major theme in Invisible city. ask students to reflect on mentors in their own

lives. who do they look to for guidance and assistance? what qualities make for a good mentor?

what qualities does morgan model that enable Kendell and mikey to connect with him? what

positive qualities would your students like to model for young people in their school and 

community? what do they feel they can contribute to others, now and in the future? as a group,

create a mentorship “tree” on a bulletin board and ask students to write down positive qualities

or statements about mentorship on “leaves.” this display can act as a reminder of the positive

impact students can have on the lives of others. 
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5. the title Invisible city tells us a lot about the stories and the people in the film. In what ways is

regent Park, like so many other social housing environments, an invisible city? If regent Park

represents an invisible city, what would represent a “visible city”? documentary films often strive

to expose audiences to “real life” — to demonstrate what happens outside of the mainstream.

ask students to reflect on stories about teens in the mainstream media. what is out there? how

are teens perceived? what are their lives like? what do they like to do in their spare time? Invite

students to create a chart, comparing and contrasting “real life” as it is portrayed in the media

and “real life” as it is portrayed in this film. ask the following questions:

a. why do you think teen lives are portrayed the way they are on television and in the media?

b. how do these images of teens make you feel?

c. how does your life differ from the lives portrayed on television?

d. how did it feel to watch mikey and Kendell onscreen?

e. do you feel that you can relate to mikey and Kendell? If so, in what ways?

f.  what do you think it would be like to have other teens watch you and your life onscreen?
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Resources
(web sites/related Films/articles/books) 

web sites

• Invisible city: films.nfb.ca/invisible-city

• blogto interview with the Invisible city filmmaker, hubert davis: 

blogto.com/film/2009/02/behind_the_doc_hubert_davis

• tvo on-line panel discussion of Invisible city with director hubert davis and ainsworth morgan:

youtube.com

• catherine Farquharson, the stills photographer for Invisible city: documentographer.com

• toronto’s plans for the revitalization of regent Park: toronto.ca/revitalization/regent_park

• nelson mandela Park Public school: schools.tdsb.on.ca/nelsonmandelapark

• Pathways to education: pathwaystoeducation.ca

• using documentaries in the classroom, a teacher librarian’s personal web site with excellent resources:

frankwbaker.com/using_docs_in_the_classroom

• the association for media literacy, an ontario-based media literacy group dedicated to

consultation, professional development, resource development, research and advocacy: aml.ca

• nFb documentary lens behind the camera: a site to assist teachers in teaching documentary production in

their classroom. www3.nfb.ca/objectifdocumentaire/

• media awareness network: a canadian non-profit media education and internet literacy resource library.

media-awareness.ca

• centre for media literacy: a u.s. website that provides several resources for making, 

understanding, and criticizing media. medialit.org

• the national Film board of canada website: on this site is an area with teaching resources and short documentary

films that can be used as teaching aids. nfb.ca

related Films

when we were boys, sarah Goodman, 2009, 81 min

nFb related Films

9 months 6 blocks, christopher romeike, 2005, 28 min 38 s

breakin’ In: the making of a hip hop dancer, elizabeth st. Philip, 2005, 55 min 16 s (one storyline features a

single mother in regent Park)

brother 2 brother, russell wyse, 2004, 40 min

cheating death, eric Geringas, 2004, 24 min 29 s 

home Feeling: struggle for a community, Jennifer hodge and roger mctair, 1983, 57 min 35 s

In the name of the mother and the son, maryse legagneur, 2005, 52 min 31 s

return to regent Park, bay weyman, 1994, 55 min 44 s

warrior boyz, baljit sangra, 2008, 43 min 38 s

classroom resources for Inclusive curriculum and Instruction

toronto district school board: tdsb.on.ca/equity

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/equity
http://www.nfb.ca
http://www.medialit.org
http://www.media-awareness.ca
http://www3.nfb.ca/objectifdocumentaire/index.php?language=english
http://www.aml.ca
http://www.frankwbaker.com/using_docs_in_the_classroom
http://www.pathwaystoeducation.ca
http://schools.tdsb.on.ca/nelsonmandelapark
http://www.toronto.ca/revitalization/regent_park
http://www.documentographer.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrkF49YUY6c
http://www.blogto.com/film/2009/02/behind_the_doc_hubert_davis
http://films.nfb.ca/invisible-city
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youth support organizations

youth assisting youth:  yay.org

Kids help Phone: kidshelpphone.ca

east metro youth services:  emys.on.ca/

central toronto youth services: ctys.org

leave out violence:  leaveoutviolence.com

delisle youth services: delisleyouth.org

yorktown child and Family centre: yorktownfamilyservices.com

youthlink: youthlink.ca

books and articles

ellison, ralph. Invisible man. new york: random house, 1952.

dei, George J. sefa et al(1997). reconstructing ‘drop-out’: a critical ethnography of the dynamics of black

students’ disengagement From school. toronto: university of toronto Press, 1997.

James, carl e. race in Play: understanding the socio-cultural worlds of student athletes. toronto: canadian

scholars’ Press, 2005.

James, carl e. “you’re doing it for the students: the Question of role modelling” in experiencing difference.

halifax: Fernwood Publishing, 2000.

spence, christopher skin I'm In: racism, sports and education. halifax: Fernwood Publishing, 1999.

watson, a., Kehler, m. and martino, w. “the Problem of boys’ literacy underachievement: raising some

Questions.” Journal of adolescent & adult literacy, vol. 53 (2010), pp. 356–361. 
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